Field Service Visits Made with OCE Grads
Mrs. Oma Belle Mcbee, director of field service, has made several trips throughout the state now employed in teaching positions in the state school systems. Visits last week included Joye of Crabtree, Janet Herman of Pendleton, Alice Miles of Sweet Home, Larry Chamberlin and Irvin Smith, both of Salem. Lester De Grande of Westport, and Thomas Youngblood of Springfield. Those recently visited were: Shirley Pugh of Klamath, Dee Ann Larimer and Laura Pooh of Oswego, Eugene Blake and Frank Maxwell of Gilliam; Patricia Patterson, Shirley McVins and Shirley Carla, all three of Roseburg. Mrs. Mcbee was accompanied on these visits by Miss Mildred Kalin, supervisor of kindergartens; Mrs. Hill, second grade supervisor; and Mrs. Andrews, preschool director. The purpose of this phase of the regular college visitation program is to assist the teacher in adjusting to a professional environment and to evaluate the importance of the teacher training program. This is the first time a follow-up to the OCE teachers training program has been conducted on a full-scale basis. Mrs. Mcbee is beginning her fourth year with the visitation program.

Southern Oregon College and Eastern Oregon College have also visitation programs and monthly reports are exchanged by the three schools.

Dr. Postl Visits Scientific Labs
Dr. Anton Postl, associate professor of science at Oregon College of Education, has just published a revision of the laboratory manual, "Laboratory Experiments in Physical Sciences." The manual is in use in all six science courses in the physical sciences.

When Dr. Postl came to OCE in 1947, no such lab workbook was in existence and physical science was conducted as a lecture course. Realizing the need for laboratory work in the physical sciences, Dr. Postl published the first edition in 1951.

Better Speech Topic
A series of six meetings for parents who are interested in helping their children to better speech is scheduled to begin on January 9 at 9:45 a.m. in the OCE library lounge. The meetings will be conducted by Dr. Robert J. Mulder of OCE, director of the Western Oregon Cooperative Speech and Hearing Center, with assistance of Dr. John A. Dailey, director of psychological services at OCE, and Bill Wescott, state speech consultant with the state department of education's division of special education.

The topic for the first meeting is "The baby's first word: its origin, use and abuse." The second meeting will be on "How to tell if your child has a speech problem and what to do if he has one." The third meeting will be on "Dealing with the problem of the stutterer." The fourth meeting will be on "What to do about your child's bad habits of speaking." The fifth meeting will be on "What to do about your child's voice." The sixth and final meeting will be on "What to do about your child's language development."
Trust Fund Announced by Danforth Group

The Danforth Foundation, an educational trust fund in St. Louis, Missouri, invites applications for the sixth class (1957) of Danforth Graduate Fellows from persons who are preparing qualifications for a career of college teaching and are planning to enter graduate school in September 1957, for their first year of graduate study. The Foundation is now seeking applicants from the areas of natural and biological science, social sciences, humanities and all fields of specialization to be found in the undergraduate college.

President Roy E. Lienallen has named Dr. Matthew W. Thomsen as the liaison officer to nominate to the Danforth Foundation two or not to exceed three candidates for fellowship consideration. These applications are fundamentally a relationship of encouragement throughout the years of graduate study, carrying a promise of financial aid within prescribed conditions as there may be. The annual stipend for single fellows is $1,800; for married fellows, an additional stipend for dependents.

In the search for candidates, we will recall that we are interested in the growth of those who have the ability to communicate and are interested in human interactions. We are interested in the persons who will make a contribution to the world of thought. We are interested in the persons who will be able to teach and to share their insights with the world of learning.

The Danforth Foundation has a long history of supporting the education of men and women who have the ability to communicate and are interested in human interactions. We are interested in the persons who can make a contribution to the world of thought. We are interested in the persons who can teach and share their insights with the world of learning.

Many have a happy Thanksgiving and truly feel the spirit of that first Thanksgiving day.

THANKS

The family committee on American Education Week activities wishes to thank all of the organizations, individuals and classmates who assisted in making their contribution to the education of men and women who have the ability to communicate and are interested in human interactions. We are interested in the persons who can make a contribution to the world of thought. We are interested in the persons who can teach and share their insights with the world of learning.

By George Q. Davidson

People talk in order to communicate. When you ask a person, "Pass the potatoes, please," you generally have little trouble. But when we begin talking about values, religion, and some of the other areas of life which call for words that are both highly symbolic and abstract, it begins to become a little more difficult. Experience in the area of ultimate values and of knowledge for words like, salvation, God, obedience and faith! This experience is often marked by a sense of the inability to communicate is lost.

We are not used to talking in these areas of life which call for words that are both highly symbolic and abstract. Experience in the area of ultimate values and of knowledge for words like, salvation, God, obedience and faith! This experience is often marked by a sense of the inability to communicate is lost.

Religious Emphasis week on college campuses quite often goes by with very little happening. People go away from the various lectures undisturbed. On campuses there is an outrage. The university is by its nature a subversive institution in society. For the question underlies all the learning, the studying, and the thinking, is "Why?" Most people do not like to answer that question, "Why does man work?" "Why does man hate?" "Why does man die for an ideal?" "Why do men live for another?" "Why am I here?" "Why should I exist?"

The college campus takes a lot of these questions for granted. They are deeply enmeshed in the matrix of the individual. Until these questions are answered, a person has not really come to grips with reality; he has fallen into rolls of undirected activity and cannot say with any assurance, "I have an understandable life."
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Attention, Girls!

The Portland First Congregation-Christian Assembly is to meet at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 29, in the Parish Hall of the First Congregation Church of Portland. Those interested are urged to attend this meeting.
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Sports of Sorts

BY RUSSELL SAGLIEN

Daryl Girod and Cecil Miller, who will undoubtedly OCE's starting guard combination this season, have two of the finest backcourt men in the business. Both are excellent ball handlers and dribblers and have a knack for setting up plays for their teammates. Miller and Girod are fourth and sixth in the team scoring last season with 260 points and Girod was fourth with 190 points. As a "leader," Girod is looked upon as the team's pine post passer, always hitting the open man, either on the court or off the court. Miller is also adept at this, but probably would admit himself that Girod holds the advantage over him in this department.

HELP FROM UP FRONT

If the Wolves get rebounding and scoring help out of the forwards and centers, then 1956-57 might be a winning one for the squad. Old hands like Barry Adams, Bob Knight, Doug Zickel and Wayne Young have the savvy and the ability and they could make things "tick" for the Wolves. Young and Young are the tallest of this group at 6-3, which means that they will probably have a height advantage over the forwards and centers, but both boys did alright rebounding against "bigger boys" last season and if they continue to develop in the same fashion this season and throw in a few more baskets, the Wolves just may prove a surprise to a few college teams in the future. As the saying goes, "Success comes by working out defects to the Wolves in monotonous fashion for the past two years. No matter how the Wolves fare in the win-loss column, we're confident that there will be some improvement on the part of the men at tomorrow night's session. Play will get underway Friday night, December 1."

ANN LIVINGSTON FUND

On the counter of the regis- ter window in the main hall of the new Auditorium building is a simply constructed box marked "Ann Livingston Fund." In addition to a donation for the help "Ann Livingston get well fund," Almst everything sold in the store, like reader glasses, soda pop, toothbrushes and such, is sold at a reduced price. The money collected is to be used to help the son of Athletic Director Bob Livingston, nearly lost her life when she suffered second and third degree burns in a crib fire at the Livingston residence. During the early morn- ing, Ann had somehow latched her crib enough to move it next to an electric wall heater. The bedclothes smoldered and finally caught fire as a result of coming in contact with the heater. Ann was overcome by smoke before she could cry out to her parents. When the Livingston did discover the fire, Ann had been badly burned over almost her entire body. Her face, however, was only on her body that was spared by the latching flames. Ann

Gernhart Named 'Most Valuable'

Halldack Wymann "Wimpy" Gernhart was selected OCE's Most Valuable Player in football last week by the vote of his teammates, according to an announcement made Friday by head coach Bill McArthur.

Gernhart gained the honor on the strength of his leadership and playing ability. He paced the Wolfpack in virtually every offensive department and was also tops in passing interceptions and total points. McArthur also announced that Erv Garrison and Pat McMann had been selected honorary co-captains of the 1956 team. Both finished their final year of eligi- bility this past season.

McArthur also recommended 28 players to the student council for Varsity "O" letter awards for the 1956 season. Three seniors, Pat McMann, Gleason Eakin, and John LaFountain, were recommended for their fourth var- sity football awards. Four other seniors were also recommended, meaning the Wolves will have to find replacements for seven players next season.

Recommended to the student council for letter awards were:

Fourth Award: Gleason Eakin, Pat McMann and John LaFountain.

Third Award: Erv Garrison, Jim Atwater, Barry Adams, Dick Zickel, Don Ford, Larry Berkey.

V'ball Season In Full Swing

The Pie Eyes, a team made up of members of Alcoholics Anonymoys, leads the OCE men's intramural volleyball league after the first two weeks of play. The Pie Eyes have played unfaded three games.

Two other teams, Vet Village and Hound Dogs, are also unbeaten but have played only two games.

Standings and the schedule, through games of December 6, are listed below.

INTRAMURAL LEAGUE

IN VOLLeyball League

Physical Therapy

Vet Village won 5-1 at the first mixed volleyball unit but Gernhart is hoping for in- creased participation on the part of the men at tomorrow night's session. Play will get underway at 7:30 in the Coolidge Building.

INTRAMURAL STANDINGS

MEN'S VOLLeyball League

Win Los Pts

Pie Eyes 3 0 1,000

Hound Dogs 2 0 1,000

Vet Village 1 0 1,000

Fred's Plumbers 1 0 1,000

Old Timers 0 2 0,000

Bombers 0 3 0,000

SCHEDULE OF GAMES:

Monday, November 26: 7 p.m., Vet Village vs. Bombers; Pie Eyes vs. Fred's Plumbers.

Tuesday, November 27: 7 p.m., Old Timers vs. Hound dogs; Fred's Plumbers vs. East House.

Wednesday, November 28: 7 p.m., Vet Village vs. Hound Dogs; Fred's Plumbers vs. Vet Village.
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